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We report on the stati magneti �eld dependene of the random telegraph signal (RTS) in a

submirometer silion n-metal-oxide-semiondutor �eld-e�et transistor. Using intense magneti

�elds and

3
He temperatures, we �nd that the harateristi time ratio hanges by 3 orders of

magnitude when the �eld inreases from 0 to 12 T. Similar behaviour is found when the stati �eld

is either in-plane or perpendiular to the two dimensional eletron gas. The experimental data an

be explained by onsidering a model whih inludes the triplet state of the trapping enter and the

polarization of the hannel eletron gas.

Random telegraph signal (RTS), onsisting of the

random swithing of the urrent in a metal-oxide-

semiondutor �eld e�et transistor between two levels,

has been studied for deades [1, 2, 3℄. The quantum

theory of the RTS in silion metal-oxide-semiondutor

�eld-e�et transistors (MOSFETs) is based on inelasti

apture and emission of harge by a trapping enter near

the Si=SiO 2 interfae. Eah tunnel transition of the ele-

tron between the trap and the hannel is assisted by mul-

tiphonon emission and absorption, and re�ets the e�et

of eletrostati Coulomb barriers of the harges present

in the devie [4℄.

Reently RTS has been proposed as a viable way to-

wards single spin detetion, a key issue towards solid

state quantum information proessing (QIP) [5, 6℄. In

partiular, for those QIP shemes in whih the eletron

spins are the qu-bits, read-out of the spin state an be

ahieved by monitoring the variation of the RTS in ele-

tron spin resonane onditions. In this sheme the MOS-

FET is operated in a stati magneti �eld and under

mirowave irradiation [7, 8, 9℄. Hene, the response of a

trap at the Si=SiO 2 interfae of a MOSFET plaed in a

stati magneti �eld and the oupation of the trap spin

states are of onsiderable interest.

The e�et of the stati magneti �eld on the RTS has

been reently desribed [10℄, and a model has been pro-

posed to take into aount the harateristi time ratio

r =
�h igh

�low
hange as a funtion of the magneti �eld,

where �high and �low are the average harateristi times

of the two urrent levels. However, at very low temper-

atures and high magneti �elds, signi�ant disrepanies

between the experimental data obtained and the model

have been observed.

We report on the investigation of the RTS parameters

as a funtion of stati magneti �elds up to 12 T, both in-

plane and perpendiular to the two dimensional eletron

�
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gas (2DEG) loalised in the inversion layer of a Si n-

MOSFET. Our experiments are performed at liquid

3
He

temperature where the e�ets due to the stati magneti

�eld are expeted and proved to be strong [10℄. We also

suggest a model whih, taking into aount the triplet

state of the trap, an explain the high �eld e�ets.

The investigated devies are ommerial n-hannel

MOSFETs realised on a p-well, with a length of 0.18 �m

and a width of 0.28 �m, 3.5 nm thik gate oxide, and a

threshold voltage at low temperature V
th

= 536 mV. The

urrent ID �owing through drain and soure is measured

by a transimpedane ampli�er whose output is sampled

and digitized for o�-line proessing. The bandwidth of

the ampli�er extends from 0.1 Hz to about 160 kHz. The

transistor and the eletroni are powered by independent

batteries to avoid power-line pik-ups and interferenes.

Extreme aution has been devoted to the suppression of

all the spurious signals due to the instruments. The setup

allowed us to haraterize traps with harateristi times

down to few �s. Eah aquisition was taken in a time in-

terval between 60 and 150 s. The samples were mounted

on a gold plated dual-in-line made with high thermal on-

dutivity erami plaed in thermal ontat with a opper

old�nger. All the ontats to the soure, drain, and gate

were diretly aessible through bonding pads and on-

neted to the dual in line pads. The old�nger was ooled

at

3
He ryogeni temperature in vauum at the nominal

value of T cf= 245 mK. The ryostat was operated into a

12 T Oxford Instruments magnet. The temperature � of

the eletron gas was slightly higher than the base temper-

ature T cf beause of the power dissipation of the urrent

ID , observed as a broadening of the single state resonant

tunneling ondutane peaks versus the gate voltage V G

[11℄.

Suitable traps for the RTS detetion were identi�ed.

Eah sample revealed traps at several gate voltages above

the threshold and ativated in a voltage range 4 V G ’

0.5 - 2 mV. Charateristi times of the traps ranged from

tens of �s to few ms.

Figure 1 shows the harateristi time ratio r for a
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trap observed with V G = 560.7 mV and V D = 15.7 mV

as a funtion of an external stati magneti �eld B k in

the plane of the hannel and oriented in the diretion

perpendiular to the eletron urrent �ow (inset of Fig.

1). The drain urrent was ID = 37.3 nA. The urrent

state low of the RTS orresponds to the physial state

of an eletron aptured by the trap, beause the ratio r

dereases by inreasing V G (therefore lowering the trap

energy E T ).

In order to determine whether the trap was singly o-

upied, and therefore paramagneti, and apable of ap-

turing a seond eletron (type 1! 2) or an empty trap

apable of apturing an eletron (0 ! 1), we have anal-

ysed the dependene of r on the magneti �eld B [9℄.

For a singly oupied trap, the highest energy level of

the Zeeman doublet inreases as the magneti �eld in-

reases. We observed that the trap under investigation

inreases its permanene in the urrent state high by in-

reasing the magneti �eld, so that the highest energy

level beomes on the average less �lled, implying that

the trap is a 1! 2 type. Suh experimental fat is on-

sistent with the most probable nature of the trap being

a P b0 or P b1 at the Si=SiO 2 interfae or an E 0
enter

lose to it. The ratio r inreases by three orders of mag-

nitude when the magneti �eld inreases from 0 to 12 T.

Suh behaviour is qualitatively similar to that observed

by Xiao et al.[10℄. However, quantitatively, the e�et we

detet is two orders of magnitude larger.

The same sample was examinated also with the exter-

nal stati magneti �eld B ? perpendiular to the han-

nel. Figure 2 shows the ratio r for another trap observed

with V G = 673.8 mV and V D = 1.6 mV. At this gate volt-

age, the hannel eletron density is ns ’ 8� 1011 m�2
.

The urrent was ID = 35 nA. This trap has also been in-

vestigated with B k as disussed later. By applying the

same proedure than in the previous ase, we found that

the ative trap involves a 1! 2 proess. Also in this ase

r inreases by more than a fator 10 when the magneti

�eld B ? was inreased from 0 to 11 T (Figure 2). A

peuliar signature of the measurement is that the RTS

disappears when B ? is in the range 7.75 T and 9.4 T.

�I is de�ned as the di�erene between the high and low

state urrent and it vanishes in suh �eld range (Fig. 3).

The magneto-indued loalization of eletrons ourring

into the 2DEG at suh high magneti �elds an be re-

sponsible of suh RTS suppression. At low temperature,

when the 2DEG is orthogonal to the magneti �eld B,

the energy levels of the eletron gas are disrete (Landau

levels) and we point out that the �lling fator �= 4 level

is at 8.3 T. The Ramo's theorem states that �I = qvE x

where q is the eletron harge, v the harge veloity om-

ponent in the diretion of the eletri �eld, and E x the

applied eletri �eld. We speulate that suh vanishing

of �I re�ets the average value v = 0 due to loalization.

To explain the dependene of r on the magneti �eld,

we propose a model based on elementary statistial

physis that inludes the triplet state of the trap and

the Zeeman splitting of the hannel eletrons in addition

to the Zeeman splitting of the trap. The model relies

on the following assumptions. The e�et of the magneti

�eld is to split the spin degenerate levels of ondution

eletrons (having g-fator ge[12℄) and of the trap (having

g-fator gT ) by E
c
Z = ge�B B and E T

Z = gT �B B respe-

tively, where �B =
e~

2m ec
. Assuming that at high �eld

a two-partile triplet state an be formed, we all �U

the di�erene between the energy in the singlet S = 0

and in the triplet states S = 1 of the trap at B = 0.

�U inludes both the exhange term and the di�erene

of the Coulomb repulsion between the eletrons in the

single and triplet states. As suggested by Xiao et al.[10℄

the Coulomb respulsion an be onsidered as B �eld in-

dependent. We assume that the inelasti tunnelling of

the hannel eletrons into the trap ours in two steps:

�rst, the preparation of the eletron to the apture pro-

ess beause of both the interation with the potential

of the trapping enter and the multiphonon emission due

to the relaxation of the lattie near the defet [13℄; se-

ond the apture itself by tunneling (and vieversa for

the emission)[4℄. The temperature

�� assoiated to suh

a proess is loally de�ned and refers to the inelastially

sattered eletrons prepared to be aptured and the para-

magneti eletron of the trap. The expression of the ratio

r is:

r=
2e�(E T + U S �E F )

�
cosh�hE Z i+ cosh� �

2

�

1+ e��� U
�
1+ cosh�E T

Z

� (1)

where E T is the energy level of the empty trap, US is the

Coulomb energy of the doubly oupied trap, � = k �� ,

k is the Boltzmann onstant,hE Z i =
E

T
Z + E

C
Z

2
is the av-

erage value of the two Zeeman splittings of the hannel

and of the trap respetively, and � =
�
�E T

Z � E C
Z

�
�
. Sine

the g-fators of the free eletron and of the defet are

very lose (assuming that the trap is a P b0,P b1 or an E
0

enter), then cosh� �

2
� 1. The denominator di�ers from

unity beause of a term whih depends on the inlusion

of the triplet state. At high B �eld suh term dominates

and suppresses the exponential behaviour of r as a fun-

tion of B. Eq. (1) has been used to �t the experimental

data when the B �eld was either parallel (Figure 1) or

perpendiular (Figure 2) to the hannel. The �t was per-

formed by onsidering the logarithm of the Eq. 1 to �t

the logarithm of the experimental data so all the points

were weigthed in the same way. The three parameters

used for the model whih inludes the triplet state were

the loal temperature

�� of the eletrons interating with

the trap site, a multipliative onstant, and �U , while

only the �rst two parameters were used if only the S = 0

state was onsidered. For both the experiments (B k and

B ? to the 2DEG) a signi�antly better �t was obtained

by inluding the triplet state. The improvement of the

�t inluding the polarization of the 2DEG was less im-

portant, but not negligible. In the B k and B ? ases,

the �t inluding the triplet state gave a loal tempera-

ture

�� of 1.5 K and 2.3 K respetively, with an error

of about 5%. The seond trap has been measured also

applying B k in the same operating onditions. B k was
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swept to an indution of 12 T in both the positive and

negative diretions. The �t gave the same temperature

obtained for the B ? ase. The triplet state model gives

a �U � 5k B
�� where

�� is the temperature alulated

by the same �t for both traps. At �rst sight it ould

be surprising that a higher temperature is found in the

seond trap (B �eld perpendiular to the 2DEG) where a

smaller drain voltage was applied and a smaller urrent

was �owing through the hannel. However, this fat is

ompatible with the sheme proposed, beause the loal

eletron temperature in the neighborhood of the defet

depends not only on the power dissipated by the urrent,

but also on the trap distane from the Si=SiO 2 inter-

fae, its proximity to the soure along the hannel, and

its energy level, via the number of phonons involved in

the inelasti tunneling proess.

To onlude, we have demonstrated experimentally

that the ratio between the harateristi times of the

RTS in a silion n-MOSFET may hange by three or-

ders of magnitude in presene of an intense magneti �eld

up to 12 T parallel to the 2DEG. The same behaviour,

although less pronouned, was observed also in another

trap by applying a perpendiular �eld. To explain quan-

titatively the hange of the ratio r as funtion of B, and

the suppression of the exponential behavior when high

magneti �elds are reahed, we propose a model that in-

ludes the involvement of the triplet state of the trap and

the polarization of the 2DEG.
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I. FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1 The ratio r as a funtion of B k. Beause of

the power dissipated by the urrent, the tem-

perature of the eletrons involved in the RTS

of the trap here onsidered has been evalu-

ated being 1.5 K, instead of the nominal old-

�nger temperature of 245 mK, by �tting the

experimental results (blak points) with the

Eq. 1 (line). Inset: the magneti �eld is in

the plane of the 2DEG and perpendiular to

the urrent hannel.

Fig.2 The ratio r as a funtion of B ? . The experi-

mental measurement (blak points) has been

�tted by using Eq. 1, obtaining a loal tem-

perature 2.3 K, instead of the nominal old-

�nger temperature of 245 mK. The RTS dis-

appears between 7.75 T and 9.4 T. The inset

shows the diretion of the magneti �eld, or-

thogonal to the sample.

Fig.3 The �I hanges as a funtion of the magneti

�eld B ? . �Ivanishes between 7.75 T and 9.4

T. This fat should be related to magneto-

indued loalization of ondution eletrons.

At the eletron density of the 2DEG used dur-

ing the measurement, the Landau level �= 4

is at 8.3 T.
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